Microarrays have been used extensively to analyze the expression profiles for thousands of genes in parallel. Most of the widely used methods for analyzing Affymetrix Genechip microarray data, including RMA, GCRMA and Model Based Expression Index (MBEI), summarize probe signal intensity data to generate a single measure of expression for each transcript on the array. In contrast, other methods are applied directly to probe intensities, negating the need for a summarization step.
Background
Microarray technology is a high-throughput method for studying the expression of thousands of genes simultaneously. Microarray data analysis is a multi-step procedure, and an overwhelming number of published methods exist for each step. Most popular methods for analyzing Affymetrix Genechip microarray data include background correction, normalization and summarization steps. For example, RMA [1] uses a model-based background correction, quantile normalization, and median polish summarization. These methods result in a robust and easily interpreted measure of expression for each probe set on an array. Subsequent tests for differential expression based on these methods have lower computing costs than probe level linear models.
A less widely used methodology incorporates probe information directly in the analysis for differential gene expression. For example, the affyPLM package [2] fits robust probe level linear models with fixed effects. An alternative is the probe level linear mixed model (hereafter referred to as PLLMM) introduced by Chu et al. [3] . This model does not include a summarization step, but uses log 2 probe intensities directly in the model for tests of differential expression. In addition, the model includes a probe-bytreatment interaction term which, when significant, may indicate cross hybridization [3] .
In this study, we explored probe response patterns in Affymetrix rat genome GeneChip microarrays. We also examined possible causes of variation among probes within transcripts such as probe affinities, homologies, and probe overlap. We discuss the value of using probe information directly in statistical models when the goal is to test for differential gene expression. To further investigate observed inconsistencies in probe response patterns between treatments, we conducted a BLASTN search using the complementary sequences from Affymetrix probe sets for selected genes.
Results and discussion
In Affymetrix arrays, all probes within a probe set should ideally estimate expression of the same gene. However, high levels of variation among probes, consistent across arrays, are often observed [4] . For example, the log 2 probe intensities range from 6 to 12 in the probe set in the top row in Figure 1 Panel A. Other probe sets in Figure 1 have variation almost as extreme. Further examination shows that each probe set has a distinct profile which is mostly consistent across replicates. As a result, the variance for a single probe across replicates is an order of magnitude smaller than variance between probes within a replicate. Therefore, probe is usually included as a fixed effect in probe level linear mixed models. As demonstrated in Figure 1 , the probe response pattern frequently varies considerably between treatments. This phenomenon is most obvious for Hsbp1 (GenBank: NM_031970) in Figure 1 .
Additional file 1, which shows probe patterns for the top 15 down-regulated genes, gives more examples. This phenomenon is modeled through inclusion of a probe by treatment interaction in the PLLMM [3] .
An effort to understand the sources of variability among probes within the probe set for each transcript is an area of much research. It has been suggested that some of the variation between probes for the same transcript can be explained by affinities, or position dependent base effects [5] . For example, Figures 2b, 2c, and 2d show the effect of the middle base pair in the probe sequence on log 2 intensity at the gross array level. However, in this study, differences in probe affinities within transcripts, calculated using the gcrma package [6] , accounted for only a small proportion of the total observed variation in probe intensities ( Figure 3 and Additional file 2). Figures 2a and 2d also show a subtle increasing trend by probe number at the array level (probes are numbered in order of increasing distance from the 5' end). This is consistent with the fact that probe intensities are expected to be systematically lower at the 5' end of the probe set compared to the 3' end [7] . However, as with affinities, this phenomenon accounts for only a small proportion of total variation in probe intensities at the gene level ( Figure 1 ).
Affinities are constant within a probe sequence, since they depend on the bases that make up a probe sequence. However, in some probe sets, the probe profile is consistent across replicates but not across treatments. For example the probe numbers 1, 5, 8, and 10 for gene heat shock 27 kDa protein 1, Hspb1 (GenBank: NM_031970), in the first row of Figure 1b display no treatment effect, while probe numbers 4, 6, 9, and 11 show extremely large treatment effects. A mixed model analysis along the lines of Chu et al. [3] confirms a statistically significant probe-bytreatment interaction for this gene.
Probe-by-treatment interactions can be due to cross hybridization [3] . The reason for this is as follows: since each 25 mer probe sequence in a probe set has a different sequence (except for overlap), partial homologies for each probe in a probe set will also be different. Therefore crosshybridizing probes within a probe sequence will crosshybridize to different sequences. Therefore if the signal due to cross-hybridization is large relative to the signal due to the target sequence of interest, the way in which these probes respond to treatment will be different according to the different sequences with which they are cross-hybridizing.
To investigate possible causes of cross hybridization, a BLAST nucleotide search was conducted using the complementary sequences from the Affymetrix probe sets for 8 selected genes; the search was restricted to the organism Rattus Norvegicus. Table 1 shows results for 2 of the selected genes. This search revealed that the sequences of 3 probes in the top up-regulated gene, Hsbp1 (GenBank: NM_031970), probe numbers 1, 3, and 11, do not match perfectly with any sequence in the gene. Further analysis using the ADAPT tool [8] and RefSeq [9] confirmed that the same 3 probes were missing ( Figure 4 ). An ADAPT search of the same gene using Ensembl [10] shows a single non-matching probe (Figure 4 ). In comparison, similar BLAST and ADAPT searches for the top down-regulated gene, Id2 (GenBank: NM_013221), utilizing RefSeq or Ensembl, showed all 11 probe sequences matched the target gene perfectly ( Figure 4 ). None of the other probe sets investigated had probe sequences which did not match the target gene perfectly. Dai et al. [11] address several issues in Affymetrix Genechip arrays, including probes which do not match perfectly the target sequence of interest.
If a probe sequence does not match the target sequence of interest, it will increase the signal due to cross hybridization relative to the signal due to hybridization to the target sequence of interest. The non-matching probe sequences for Hsbp1 (GenBank: NM_031970) may partly explain the unusually high probe-by-treatment interaction for this gene.
Sequence similarity results from the BLAST search showed that almost all probe sequences had sequence similarities with alignment-length greater than 14 base pairs (bp). In fact the "E" score in BLAST for alignment lengths of 14 bp was 5.4, meaning that, on average, 5.4 alignment lengths of 14 bp are to be expected by chance alone based on the search criteria and the number of sequences in the search database [12] . The E score for alignment lengths of 13 bp is 22. These alignment-lengths are well within the range that can contribute to cross-hybridization [13] . Thus, it is to be expected that with 25 mer probes for rat or human genomes, cross hybridization is a contributing factor and needs to be accounted for in any proposed statistical model. In fact, the probe design criteria used by Stekel [14] for 30 mer probes reject probes having sequence similarities with alignment lengths of 15 bp or greater. Figure  5 shows histograms of partial sequence homologies and probe overlap for the 88 probes from the 8 selected genes from the BLAST search. The median number of partial sequence homologies for a probe in this group was 17, and the first and third quartiles were 11 and 28 respectively. The results probably overestimate the actual number of partial hits due to redundancies in BLAST databases.
Comparisons of probe level patterns across replicates and treatments for selected genes
Attempts by the authors to directly model log 2 probe intensity as a function of cross hybridization using information solely based on the BLAST searches proved inconclusive. Adjusted log 2 PM probe intensity was modeled as a function of number of partial BLAST hits for a probe and PM probe affinities. The PM affinity term was significant as expected. The number of partial BLAST hits was not significant. We also modeled absolute deviation from aver-age treatment effect as a function of number of partial BLAST hits. Regulation (up vs. down-regulated) was also added as a factor for both models. The reason the results were inconclusive may be due to the complexity of the mechanisms involved in the cross hybridization process and the numbers of sequences from different non-target genes that can cross hybridize with a single probe. However, a free energy position dependent nearest neighbor (PDNN) model based on PM sequences has been used to model log 2 probe intensity as a function of gene specific hybridization, non specific hybridization, and background [15] . This model has the advantage that it does not rely on mismatch (MM) probes to model cross hybridization. Zhang et al. [15] demonstrate that it is inappropriate to use the mismatch probe to model crosshybridization of the corresponding perfect match probe, Effect of middle base pair and probe number at gross array level Log 2 Probe Intensity since the mechanism for cross-hybridization is different. The results show that the "model is able to explain most of the variations of probe signals in a probe set" [13] . However, as indicated by Wu, Carta, Zhang [13] , even this model does not take into account all factors that contribute to probe intensity, such as RNA secondary structure.
The PLLMM models probe variation and treatment variation separately. Therefore an advantage of the PLLMM over summarization methods (which include PDNN) is that it includes a probe-by-treatment interaction term which can indicate presence of cross hybridization [3] . Also, since it includes probe as a fixed effect, it adjusts for differences among probes, regardless of their cause. The strong effect of cross hybridization on probe intensity has been demonstrated by Zhang et al. [15] . In this data set, using the PLLMM to analyze the list of top 30 up and down regulated genes supports this observation. Nine of the 30 genes had p-values less than .0001 for interaction, and 18 out of 30 had p values below .01 for interaction. Furthermore, this finding is consistent with the BLAST search results discussed above. Summary methods, such as RMA, provide no mechanism for detecting this probetreatment interaction. It is interesting that the gene with the highest up-regulated fold change, heat shock 27 kDa protein 1, Hspb1, (GenBank: NM_031970), as determined by RMA with MAS background correction, also has by far the largest probe-treatment interaction, and that, as stated earlier, four of the probes in the probe set show no treatment effect.
Scatter plots of log 2 array-mean-centered PM probe intensities vs. PM probe affinities Affinities explain only a small part of variation between probes at the gene level. Affinities were calculated using the default method in Bioconductor package gcrma version 2.20. Affinities for perfect match probes are shown. Pearson correlation coefficients vary from 0.08 to 0.76 on the 8 scatter plots above. A scatter plot of affinities vs. log 2 probe intensities (not shown) for all probes in array C are similar to the corresponding diagram in Wu et al. [5] .
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Hsbp1
Id2 The BLAST search was restricted to organism Rattus norvegicus, however there is some duplication due to presence of multiple entries in some databases used in BLAST. Note that not all probes for Hsbp1 match perfectly with the target gene.
PM Affinity
Centered Log 2 PM Probe Intensity
For differentially expressed genes identified in microarray experiments, validation using other techniques, such as RT-PCR is required. However, there are often discrepancies between results obtained from microarray experiments and RT-PCR analysis. For example, Rejeevan et al. [16] were unable to achieve consistent validation using RT-PCR for genes showing less than a four-fold difference in a microarray experiment. Recent studies have shown that agreement between microarray and RT-PCR results depends to some extent on the background, normalization and summarization methods used to calculate gene expression [17, 18] . The potential for probe by treatment interactions in microarray experiments may also partially explain difficulty in validating results. The presence of var-iation among probes in probe sets, and inconsistency in probe response patterns between treatments suggests that care must be taken in designing primers for RT-PCR. Carter et al. [19] provide guidance for improving consistency of probe sequences across platforms.
Conclusion
Genome-wide expression profiling with microarrays generates a tremendous amount of data. It is critical to develop acceptable tools and guidelines for data analysis. The signal intensity of probe sets for each gene should be related to the abundance of the transcript, which can be used to quantify the level of gene expression. However, this signal can be distorted due to many factors, including
The ADAPT tool Figure 4 The ADAPT tool. The ADAPT tool shows positions of probes within the most highly differentially expressed up-regulated gene and the most highly differentially expressed down-regulated gene by fold change. The ADAPT tool used with RefSeq database confirms BLASTN results ( Table 1 ) that probes 1,3, and 11 for gene Hsbp1 do not have perfect sequence matches with the gene. The diagram also elucidates the extent of probe overlap between probes 5 through 10 for Hsbp1 (A). The ADAPT used with the Ensemble database for Hsbp1 gives different results than the ADAPT tool used with the RefSeq database, however the results still show that probe 11 does not have a perfect sequence match with the gene (B). For gene Id2, the ADAPT tool shows that all probes have perfect sequence matches with the gene whether using RefSeq or Ensemble databases (C and D).
A B C D cross-hybridization. Although, the inclusion of mismatch probes was an attempt to adjust for non-specific binding, it has now been established that the mechanism of cross hybridization is different for mismatch probes than for perfect match probes. We have demonstrated that tests for differential expression based on the most widely used summarization methods alone may be misleading, since they provide no means for examining this effect. We suggest that examination of probe level patterns and PLMM analysis can be used to identify genes potentially affected by these issues. These genes should be investigated further in order to make appropriate conclusions regarding differential expression.
Methods
Culture of RGC-5 cells
Cultures of RGC-5 cells were maintained in growth medium containing low-glucose Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (DMEM) containing 10% fetal calf serum (FCS), 100 U/mL penicillin, and 100 μg/mL streptomycin (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) in a humidified atmosphere of 95% air and 5% CO 2 at 37°C, as described by Krishnamoorthy et al. [20] . To induce apoptosis, the growth medium was withdrawn (serum starvation) and cells were maintained in DMEM for 0, 4 days. Total RNA was extracted from each biological replicate for each time point and maintained at -80°C until used for analysis.
Total RNA was extracted from the RGC-5 cells using spin columns (RNeasy; Qiagen, Valencia, CA), followed by DNase treatment according to the manufacturer's instructions. The quantity and purity of total RNA for samples were analyzed with spectrophotometry readings at 260/ 280 nm. The integrity of intact total RNA was verified with an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, CA). RNA samples were each prepared to a concentration of 25 ng/μl in parallel to a 6000 RNA ladder (Ambion, Houston, TX). The range of 28S/18S ribosomal RNA was typically 1.8 to 2.1.
Purified total RNA (20 μg) was converted to first strand cDNA using a T7-linked oligodeoxythymidylic acid primer (Genset, La Jolla, CA) followed by second strand synthesis (Invitrogen Corporation, Carlsbad, CA). The cDNA was then converted to labeled cRNA using T7 RNA polymerase in the presence of biotinylated UTP and CTP (Enzo Diagnostics, Farmingdale, NY). The labeled cRNA was purified on a RNeasy column (Qiagen Valencia, CA), fragmented, and used to make up the hybridization cocktail containing control oligonucleotide B2 and four con- trol bacterial and phage cRNAs (BioB, BioC, BioD, cre). Labeled cRNA (15 μg) were hybridized to Affymetrix Rat GeneChips (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA) using standard conditions in an Affymetrix fluidics station.
Histograms of BLAST results conducted on 8 selected genes
Samples from the biological replicates for each group were hybridized to a set of two independent Affymetrix GeneChip Rat arrays using the protocol described in the Affymetrix Expression Analysis. Hybridization was performed at 42°C for 16 h; followed by washing, staining, signal amplification with biotinylated antistrepavidin antibody, and the final staining step.
Affymetrix gene array
Affymetrix rat genome GeneChips (Array 230A) were used to compare signal intensity profiles of apoptotic and nonapoptotic retinal ganglion cells (RGC-5). The cells were induced into apoptosis by serum deprivation for 96 hours. Two biological replicates were used for each time point.
In Affymetrix GeneChips arrays, a transcript is represented by a set of 11-20 probe pairs, each consisting of a perfect match (PM) and a mismatch (MM) probe of 25 base pairs. Probe sets in the Array 230A consist of 11 probe pairs. The PM probes that represent a gene are designed to hybridize to different regions of the RNA for the corresponding gene. These probes act as multiple detectors of the gene. The MM probe within each pair is created by changing the middle base of the corresponding PM probe to its complementary base. The original intent of including the MM probes was to account for nonspecific hybridization.
